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APPROXIMATE UNITARY EQUIVALENCE

OF POWER PARTIAL ISOMETRIES

KENNETH R. DAVIDSON1

Abstract.  Every power partial isometry (p.p.i.) in the Calkin algebra lifts

to a p.p.i. in S()/).

An element u in a C* algebra is a power partial isometry (p.p.i.) if u™ is a partial

isometry for every integer n > 1. This notion was introduced by Halmos and Wallen

[5], and they characterized all p.p.i.'s in B{H). In a penetrating study [6], Herrero

classifies p.p.i.'s up to their unitary orbits and up to unitary equivalence modulo

the compacts. In this note, we show that every p.p.i. in the Calkin algebra lifts to a

p.p.i. in BCH). This is done by using a few straightforward computations involving

the theory of C* extensions. Some of the results of [6] follow from this method as

well.
In this paper, Hilbert spaces are always separable. The ideal of compact operators

will be denoted by K. The canonical quotient map of B(H) onto the Calkin algebra

B(H)/K is denoted by 7r. Two elements s and t of the Calkin algebra are (strongly)

compalent (s s t) if there is a unitary U in B{H) so that t = 7r(f7)s7r(L7*). They are

weakly compalent (s =w t) if there is a unitary u in BCH)/K so that t = usu*. For

p.p.i.'s, these two notions may differ. Given a nuclear C* algebra A, Ext A denotes

the group of extensions of K by A modulo compalence [1, 3, 8] and Ext^ A denotes

the quotient of Ext A modulo weak compalence. We use little more than the fact

that when

0-*J->A-+A/J^0
is an exact sequence, and Ext J = 0 = Ext Aj J, then Ext A = 0.

The first step is to classify p.p.i.'s up to algebraic equivalence by computing

C*(T) for all p.p.i.'s. That is, given two p.p.i.'s S and T, when is there a C*

isomorphism 4> of C*(S) onto C*(T) such that 0(5) = T? For convenience, this

will be written S ~ T. Let Nk be the nilpotent Jordan cell of order k acting on

a /e-dimensional Hilbert space, and let S be the unilateral shift. If a belongs to

N0 U {oj}, let A(Q) be the direct sum of a copies of A acting on H^a\ the direct

sum of a copies of H. By [5], every p.p.i. T represented on a Hilbert space can be

decomposed as
OO

rs0^ N[ak) © s{a) © s*c> © v
fc=i

where V is a unitary.   (If a^ = 0, the summand is deemed to be absent.)   The

existence of the finite nilpotent blocks is easy to determine because there is a
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polynomial pk(x,y) in two noncommuting variables such that Pk = pk(T,T*) is

a (selfadjoint) projection onto the summand #¡¿ on which N^k' acts. The

classification in [5] proceeds by pulling off all the nilpotent blocks, then one removes

the isometric and coisometric parts, and what remains is the unitary.

This procedure is not possible in an arbitrary C* algebra because one can pull off

only finitely many pieces. Also, if T has no nilpotent blocks and is not unitary, then

C*(T) has only a few possibilities up to algebraic equivalence. If S is a nonempty

compact subset of the unit circle S1, let Vsz be a fixed unitary with spectrum E.

Proposition 1.   (a) If T is a p.p.i. with no nilpotent blocks, then there are only

the following possibilities:

(al) T is unitary (TT  = I =T T), in which case the spectrum E = o~(T) determines

C*(T) up to algebraic equivalence: T ~ Vs.

(a2) T is a nonunitary isometry (T*T = I # TT*), in which case T ~ S.

(a3) T is a nonunitary coisometry (T*T ^ I = TT*), in which case T ~ S*.

(a4) T is neither isometric nor coisometric, in which case T ~ S © 5*.

(b) // T is a p.p.i. with finitely many nilpotent blocks of orders k\,..., kn, then

Pq = I — Y7=i^ki îS a projection in C*(T) and Ti = Pr¡T \ Pq is determined up to

algebraic equivalence by (a). SoT ~ 0 Y7=i -^fc¿ ® -^i•

(c) If T is a p.p.i. with nilpotent blocks of orders ki < k2 < k$ < • ■ -, then T ~

®YtiNk,.

Proof, ff T is a p.p.i. in a C* algebra A, represent A on a Hilbert space and

apply the theorem of [5]. Most of this proposition is straightforward, based on the

simple fact that for any representation 7r of C*(T), one has T ~ T © w(T).

Case (al) follows from the spectral theorem. Since there is a * homomorphism

of C*{S) onto CiS1) taking S to the identity function z, one has S ~ S^ © V

for any a > 1 and any unitary V. Case (a3) is similar. Finally, the same remarks

show that S © 5* ~ S^ © S<ß~> © V for any a > 1, ß > 1 and any unitary V. The

projections Pk onto the nilpotent part of order k belong to C*(T). Thus if there

are only finitely many Pfc/s which are not zero, one can define Pq= I — Y7=i ^ki-

This pulls out a direct summand Ti which is analyzed by part (a).

Given an infinite sequence ki < k2 < kz < ■ ■ -, consider the p.p.i. W = 0 YT=i Nki

acting on H = @YT=i ^'- Let J be the ideal C*(W) n K, where K is the compact

operators. Clearly J contains the projection Pki onto M, and thus contains all of

B(H\) = Mfc¿(C) for each i > 1. It follows that J is the cn direct sum 0X^¿li B(H\).
The quotient C*(W)/J is isomorphic to C*(ro) where ro is the image of W in the

Calkin algebra. Because Pk is compact, Pfc(ro) = 7rP^ = 0 so ro is a p.p.i. with no

nilpotent summands. Also,

roro*=7rWW*^l   and   ro'ro = ttW*W ¥= 1,

so ro is neither isometric nor coisometric. By (a), ro ~ S ®S*. Thus by (a) and (b),

w ~ © E NÏV] ® s(a) ® s<0) ® v
i=l

for any al > 1, any a,ß and any unitary V.    O

Theorem 2.   Every p.p.i. t in the Calkin algebra lifts to a p.p.i. in B(H). These

p.p.i. 's are classified up to unitary equivalence in the Calkin algebra as follows.

(al) Ift is unitary and o(t) = E is a proper subset of S1, then t s ir(V^).
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(a2) If1 is unitary and o(t) = S1, and indt = n, then t = 7r(£>(_n)) if n < 0, t =

■ïï(VSl)ifn = 0, andt = ir(S*^)ifn>0.
(b) Ifï is isometric but not unitary, t = tt(S^).

(c) Ifi is coisometric but not unitary, t = 7r(5*^co^).

(d) If t has no nilpotent part and is neither isometric nor coisometric, then t =

7r(S,(°°)ffiS*(00)).

(e) Ift has finitely many nilpotent parts ki,...,kn with corresponding projections

pi,...,pn, then

(el-4) ifpo = 1 - Y7=i Pi is not zero, then t = tt(0 Y7=i nÍ°°] © Ti) where Ti "
determined by (a)-(d),

(e5) ifp = 0, then there is an integer d with 0 < d < g.c.d.{/ci,..., kn} such that t =

Tt{(&Yi=i N¡^°'(BC)d) where Od = iVp is the zero operator on ad-dimensional

space.

(f) If i has nilpotent parts for the infinite sequence fci < k2 < k¿ < ■■■, then t =

«(QYZiN^)-
Proof. Cases (al) and (a2) follow from early results of [2]. Cases (b) and (c) are

well known [4]. This is also immediate from the fact that Ext(C*(5)) = 0. For case

(d), we have t ~ S®S* ~ 7r(S'(00)©S,*(o0)). It suffices to show that Ext(C*(S,©S*)) =

0. Let T = S © S*, and let J be the ideal in C*(T) generated by I - T*T. It is

easy to see that J is isomorphic to the compact operators K, and that C*(T)/J is

isomorphic to C*(S). Thus

0^K^C*(T)^C*(S)^0

is exact. But ExtJC = 0 = ExtC*(5), and hence ExtC*(T) = 0. So t is unitarily
equivalent to 7r(5(oo) © S*^).

In case (e5), C*(t) is isomorphic to 0 Y7=i Mki(C), and thus ExtC*(t) is isomor-

phic to Z/pZ where p = g.c.d.{ki,...,kn} and Ext«,C*(t) = 0 [7]. It follows readily

that if d is the integer with 0 < d < p such that d + pZ is the element of ExtC*(t)

determined by t, then t s tt(0 Yti Ni°°] ® 0d), and t =w tt(0 Ytx N^).
When po # 0, let t = to © ti where po = 0 © 1. The above analysis shows that

t ^ 7/9 ¿ N<-) © Od © Ti ) = 7r(e ¿ N^] © 7r(0d © Ti).

The latter term has no nilpotent part, so it is analyzed by parts (a) and (b).

Finally, if t has nilpotent parts for the infinite sequence fci < k2 < k¡ < •••,

we refer back to the analysis of Proposition 1 to obtain an ideal J isomorphic to

©£1°°=i Mfci(C) in C*(t) so that

0 -► J -► C*(t) - C*{S © S*) -» 0.

By [7], Ext J = 0. Since Ext C*(S © S*) = 0, it follows that ExtC*(t) = 0. Thus t

is unitarily equivalent to ^{^YT=i ^k   )■    n

Remarks. (1) One of the most surprising facts, noted first in [5], is that

©Z)r=i^fc ^s approximately unitarily equivalent to S^ ® S*^. This is now

"explained" by noting that, in the Calkin algebra, both have nonisometric, non-

coisometric images without nilpotent parts, and hence the images are algebraically

equivalent to S © S*. This can be represented in the Calkin algebra in only one

way.
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(2) Except in case (e5) in which C*(t) is finite dimensional, weak and strong

equivalence coincide for p.p.i.'s.

(3) The classification of p.p.i.'s in B(H) up to approximate unitary equivalence

is carried out in [6]. These results are also immediate from Theorem 2. In fact, it

would be sufficient to show every p.p.i. in the Calkin algebra lifts to a p.p.i. without

classifying them as one goes along. But the nature of our method forces us to do

it all.
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